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Abstract 
We give ageom巴tricalformulation for the classical mechanics in a non-
abelian gauge field on a Riemannian manifold. The formulation is based 
on the reduction procedure associated to the non幽abeliansymmetry in 
the principal bundle which describes the gauge field. In the formulation 
we present explicitly the equation of the motion (called Wo時 'seql国七io叩n
Oぱfa charged particle by using a loc乱alcoordinate s勾ys“tem.
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Introduction 
Let (M， m) be an  dimensional smooth Riemannian manifold without bound-
ary， and leもπ:P→M be a principal G-bundle， where G is a com:e_act Lie 
group with .9its Lie algebra. Suppose P is endowed with a connection ¥1. Take 
an open covering {九}of M with {仇β}being the transition functions of P. 
Then the curvature of ¥1 is regarded as a family of g-valued two forms 8臼
defined On Ua which satisfies 。β=Ad(p~J)ë白 (0.1) 
On U，臼 nUs(労。)， where Ad(.) denotes the adjoint action of G On g. Such a 
family of g-v山 edtwo forms {θ臼}On M satisfying (0.1) is called a gauge field. 
When G is the abelian group U(l)，。白 =8βholds，and accordingly we have 
a七wo-forme globally defined On M， which is called a mαgnetic field. 
In the previous p叩 ers[10]， [11]， [12] we ha刊∞n討dered出ec出 ewhe宜e
G = U(l)， namely the classical and the quantum mechanics in magnetic fields， 
and clarified some rela七ionsbe七weenthe classical orbits and the energy levels 
of the Schrδdinger operator. In those papers the geometrical formulation for 
the magnetic dynamical system based On the reduction procedure associated 
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to the U(l)-symmetry of the system plays key role in the investigations. In 
the present article we generalize the formulation for the magnetic systems to 
the case of a non-abelian compact Lie group G， which describe the motion of 
a (classical) particle in a non-abelian gauge field. 
Various mathematical formulations of the equation of classical motion of a 
particle in the (non-abelia吋gaugefield (or the Yang-Mills field) have been pre-
sented by Kerner [5]， Guillemin-Ster出erg[3]， [4)， Kummer [9) and so on. (See 
also Montgomery [14).) We give in this article a slightly different formulation 
based on the reduction procedure for the symplectic G-action on the cotangent 
bundle T* P， and present the equation of the motion (called Wo時 'sequation) 
explicitly by using a local coordinate system. 
The organization of the article is as follows. In gl we introduce the so-called 
Kaluza-Klein metric on P associated to the connection ¥7， and the metrics on 
M and G. Thus we get the Hamiltonian system (T* P， np， H) of geodesic flow 
on T* P. Then in g2 because of the G-i町 ariancethe system (T* P， np， H) is 
reduced to (九，nμ，H，μ)according to the Marsden-Weinstein reduction proce-
dure (see [13)， [1). We clarify in g3 the reduced phase space ~μis the fiber 
bundle over T* M with the fiber being a co-adjoint orbit throughμin g*. In 
g4 we show that the reduced system (九，nJL，H，μ)is realized as the subsystem 
of (T勺¥，1μ，nJL，Hμ)，where the manifold Mμis a union of the spaces of (ex-
ternal) configurations and of internal degrees of freedom， and the symplectic 
structure nμis derived explicitly from the connection form (or the g加 gepo-
tential) of ¥7. Section 5 gives a explicit expression of the flow or the equation of 
motion (called Wo時 'sequation) in the system (T* M，μ，nμ，H，μ) by using local 
coordinates. Finally in g6 we consider the Hopf bundle over the quaternionic 
projective space， which is a typical example in non-abelian gauge theory. 
1 Kaluza-Klein metric on the principal bundle 
Let π:P→M be a principal G-bundle over an n-dimensional Riemannian 
manifold (M， m) without boundary， where G is an r-dimensional compact Lie 
group. Suppose P is endowed with a connection ¥7， i.e.， the direct decomposi-
tion of each tangent space TuP (u E P) as 






where Vu istangent to the fiber， and Hu is linearly isomorphic with T.π(u)M 
through 1f * IHuand satisfies 
Hu.g = Rg*(Hu) (1.2) 
for the right action Rg of gεG on P (cf. [8). Note th剖 thetange凶叩ace
Vu to the fiber is linearly isomorphic with 9 by the correspondence 9 :7A f-7 
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A!;':=委(u.exp tA)!t=oε九.Let us take an inner product (， )g on 9さ TeG(ε 
: the identity of G) which is invariant under the adjoint action of G (such inner 
product induces a right-and left-invariant metric on G). Then， (， ) 9induces the 
inner product ( ， )v，u on 九 (uεP)出 (AP，BP)v，u = (A，B)g (A，Bεg). On 
the other hand， we have the inner product (， )H，u on Hu from the metric m on 
M such that 1九!Huis an isometry. Finally， we define an inner product品ineach 
TuP (uεP) by defining Hu and九 tobe orthogonal each other. The metric 
品 onP (which is induced from the metric m on M， the Ad-invariant metric on 
g， and the connection (1.1) is called the K，αluza・Kleinmetric (cf. [5]). Note 
that品 isinvariant under the G-action on P because of the Ad-invariance of 
the metric of g and the property (1.2). 
Let Dp =仇)pbe the standard symplectic structure on the cotangent 
bundleT* P of P， where ωP is called the canonical one form on T本P. We 
have the natural Hamiltonian function H on T* P defined byゆeKaluza-Klein 
metric品.Thus， we have the Hamiltonian system (T本P，Dp， H)， which is just 
the system of geod句icfl.ow on T* P generat~d by the Hamiltonian vector field 
XII induced from H， i.e.， i(XII)Dp = -dH， where i(XII)Dp stands for the 
interior product of X Iand Dp. 
2 The momentum map and the reduction ofthe 
system 
The action p 1-7 p. 9 = Rg(p) (pεP，gεG) of G on P is na七urallylifted to the 
action R;-1:=(Rg-1)*on T*P(so that R;-1:TJP→17・gPfor each p E P)， 
and the action R;_1 preservesωp (and accordingly Dp)， i.e.， R;-1ωp=ωp 
holds for every 9εG. (We cal such action a symplecticαction.) Moreover， we 
notice that the Hamiltonian H is also invariant under the action R:_1・
A momentum map for the symplectic G-action is a map J : T本P→f
satisfying 
(J(p)， A)エ (Pu，A!;') = i(A;;'P)ωp 印εT*P，PuεT:P (uεP))， (2.1) 
for al Aεg，where AfP:=委(R;(t)ー1(p)) I日 withg(t) = exp tA. 
Lemma 2.1 (1) The momentum m叩 Jis surjective onto g* ，仰deveryμεg* 
isα regulαr value 01 J. 
(2) The momentum mαp J isAd仁equivαriant，i. e.， 
J 0 R;-1 = Ad*(g-l) 0 J (2.2) 
holds lor 9εG. Here ωe deβneAd本(g):= (Ad(g-l))* (the adjoint 01 Ad(g-l) : 
g→g). 
(3) The momentum m叩 Jis invariant under the geodesic fioωon T*P， 
i.e.， XIIJ = 0 holds. 
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Proof. (1) Note the definition (2.1) of J， we can easily derive the assertion 
from the fact七hatthe map 9 :1A I-t At; E TuP is surjective. 
(2) For pεT:P，Aε9 we have 
(J(R;_l(P))，A) = (R;-dPu) ， A~-g) = (Pu ， Rg-l*(A~.g)) ・
Since 
Rg-l*(A;:q) = ~ (u. gexp(tA)g-l)lt=o 
gl dt 
= i(U低山(g)A))Iー [Ad(g)Al~ ，
we have 
(J(R;→ (p)) ， A) = 印刷 [Ad(g)Al~) = (J(p) ， Ad(g)A) = (Ad*(g-l)J(p)， A). 
(3) For Aε9 define the function J A on T* P 回 JA(p)= (J(p)，A) = 
i(AT'P)ωp. We show X AJ A = O. First note th抗出eLie derivative LAT*Pωp= 
d(i(AT*P)ωp) + i (A T* P) dw P = 0 because G-action on T* P preservesωp. We 
have 
XAん =XA(i(AT*P)ωp) = (d( i(AT*P)ωp)，XA) 
=ーが(AT*P)d，ωp，XjU= (i(XA)d，ωp，AT*P) 
=一(dH，AT*P)= O. 
Here note that G-action also preserves H. 口
Now， we apply the reduction procedure associated to the momentum map 
J by_ Marsden and Weinstein. For μεg*， itfollows from Lemma 2.1 that 
J-l(μ) is a (2n + r )-dimensional s由manifoldof T* P， which is invariant under 
the geodesic flow. Let Gμ:= {gεGIAd本(g)μ=μ}c G， which is a closed 
subgroup of G. Then， by virtue of Lemma 2.1，(2) Gμpreserves the Sl山 nanifold
J-l(μ)， and the action of Gμon J-l(μ) is fre. Hence the quotient set九-
J-l(μ)/Gμis a smooth manifold， and the natural projection 
り :J一1(μ)→Pμ
is a submersion. In this situation we have the following. 
Proposition 2.2 The quotient mαηザ'oldp，μhas a uniquely defined symplectic 
form 0μ with 
π;0μ=40p， 
ωhere iμ : J-l(μ)斗 T*P is the inclusion. 
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Sketch of the proof. Note that the following facts: For pεT*P， 
(i)耳(J-1(μ))= Ker(J*)竺 {Xε九(T*P)I np(X， AJ*P) = 0 for VAεg}， 
and 
(i)九(J-1(p，) /九(Gμ .p) ~ Trμ(p) (九).
For Xε九(J-l(μ))，let [X] =町 *(X) be the associated equivalence class in 
Tp(J-l(μ))/九(Gμ.p). Let us define nμon 九回
。μ([X]，[Y]) := np(X， Y) (X， Yε九(J-l(μ))). 
Here we can easily check that nμis well-defined by the above fact (i) and that 
np is invariant under the Gμ-action. Moreover， we can check that nμis closed 
and non-degenerate. These properties are guaranteed by those of np. 口
The Hamiltonian H i抱sGμJ1.-姐却.
tωon凶ia組n)function H，μO叩n九. Thus， we have a reduced Hamiltonian system 
(九，nμJμ)，where dim~μ=2η +r-rμ (rμ:= dimGμ) . 
Let 0μbe the coadjoint orbit of μin g*，i.e.， 
Cμ:= {Ad本(g)μI9 E G}， 
which is diffeomorphic with G /Gμ・Then，we have the following. 
Proposition 2.3 Suppose v isαη element 010μ・Then，the reduced H，αmilto司
nian system (九，九，HI/)αssociatedto vεg* is isomorphic with (九，nμ，H，μ). 
Proof. Suppose v = Ad本(g)μfor9εG. Note七hatGμ宝 Gνbythe 
isomorphism Gμ3 h片 ghg-1εGI/・ Byvirtue of Lemma 2.1，(2)， we have 
the map R; : J-1 (μ)→J-l(V). Then， we can easily see that R; induces the 
isomorphism of (~μ ， nμ ， Hμ) onto (pl/，nν，Hv). 口
3 Geometrical structure of the reduced space 
We can define the surjective m旬。 :T本P→T*M associated to the connection 
¥7 on P出 follows.Let p be a point in T* P withπp(P) = uεRπ(u) = xεM， 
where πp :T本P→Pis a natural projection. For a tangen~vector Xε 九M，
let xf! be the horizontalli氏ofX relative to the connectionマ，i.e.， X# belongs 
to Hu in (1.1) and 7r'*(xf!) = X. We defineφ(p)εT;M as 
(φ(p)， X) := (p， xf!) (Xε TxM) 
Concerning七hehorizontallifts we have xf!.gニ Rg*(Xf!)， and accordingly see 
thatφis G-invariant， i.e.，φ(R;_l (p)) =φ(P)邸 follows:
(φ(R;_，(P))，X) = (R;-l(P)，Xf!.g) = (p，xf!) = (φ(p)， X)・
By virtue of the G-invariance (hence， the Gμーinvariance)ofφwe have the 
suりectivemap丸:九→ T*M induced from φ. The purpose of this subsection 
is to show the following. 
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Figure 1: Reduced space 
Proposition 3.1 <TjL :九→ T*Misαfiber spαce with the fiber being the 
coαdjoint orbit 0μ 01μin g*. 
We have the decomposition of T:P associated to (1.1): 
T: P = H;; fi Vuj_， 
where 
H;; := {pεT:PI (p， X) = 0 for VXε Hu}， 
Vuj_ := {pεT:PI (p，AP) = 0 forVAP E Vu}. 
Note that dim H;-= r and dim Vuj_ = n. The following lemma is easily ob-
tained. 
Lemma 3.2 (1) The map Ju := JIH;. : H;-→g* is a linear isomo叩hism.
(2) Forνモぜ letPv = J;;1 (v)モH;-.Then， 
J-1(ν) nT:p =pν+ Vuj_ := {Pv + p* I p*εVuj_}・
(3) The m叩 φu，V.-φIpv+vu.l : J-1(ν) nT:p→T; M is a bijection with 
丸 ，v(pv)= O. 
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Proof. (l)It is obvious that Ju islinear and surjective. Suppose J(p) = J(p') 
for p， p'εH!;. Then， (p， A;) = (p'， A;) for VA E fJ. On the other har 
(伊p，X)= (伊p'，X)= 0 for VXε Hu. Hence， (p，V) = (p'， V) for VVε TuP， and 
accordingly p = p' 
(2) is obvious. 
(3) The surjectivity is obvious. Suppose φ(p) =φ(〆)forp，p'εJ-l(ν)n 
T:P. Then， (p，xf!) = (p'，xf!) for VXε TaM. On the other hand， (p，A;) = 
(p'，AD = (ν，A) for VAε fJ. Hence， (p， V) = (p'， V) for VVε TuP， and 
accordingly p = p' 口
Let u be a point in P withπ(u) = xεM. We define the map仇 of
T;MxOμto J-1(μ)部
T;MxOμヨ(q，v) t-+ R;-l (φ品(q)十J;;l(ν))εTJ.gpn J-1(μ)， 
where 9 is an element of G satisfying ν= Ad*(g)μ. Here we can check by 
noticing (2.2) and φヰ(q)εVu.lthat the image of丸 belongsto J-1 (μ)出
follows: 
J(R;_l (φ;，b(q) + J;;l(ν))) = J(R;-l (J;;l(ν))) = Ad*(g-l)ν=μ. 
Ifν= Ad本(g)μ= Ad*(g')μfor 9 -:j=. g'， then g' = gh for some hεGμ-
Therefore， we obtain the bijective map 
丸 :T;M x 0μ →[( u口gP)n J-1(μ)]/ Gμ 
gεG 
from ψu' It is easily see that ¥]! u isbijective and satisfiesφμo雷u(q，v) = q. 
Thus it is hown that 1>μ:p，μ→T* M is a fiber space with the fiber being the 
coadjoint orbit 0μ・Moreover，by taking a local section u = u(x) (xεUc M) 
of P we have a local triviality of p，μ: 
丸 :T*U x 0μ 三+町l(T*U).
In particular， we have a local section s(q) (qεT本U)of the五berspaceφμ: 
Pμ →T*M by 
Su(q) :=丸(q，μ)=[φ;，b(q)+ J;;l(μ)]. (3.1) 
associated to a local section u(x) (x E U) of P. Thus we complete the proof of 
Proposition 3.1.ロ
4 Dynamical structure of the reduced system 
Let () be the connection form on P of the connection ¥7. The connection 
form () is a fJ-valued one form satisfying (i) ()(AP) = A for VAε fJ， and (i) 
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R;8 = Ad(g-1)8 for i:/g E G. For με9* we define the Ia-va1ued one form 8μ
on P by 。μ(X):= (μ，8(X)) (XεTuP). 
It is e部 Yto see that 8μis Gμーi町 ariant，i.e.， R;8μ=8μfor i:/g E Gμ・ Let9μ 
be the Lie algebra of Gμ・Thenwe have 
Lemma 4.1 d8μ(AP， X) = 0 holds for any A E 91' and X E TuP. 
Proof. We have 
d8μ(AP， X) = (i(AP)d8μ)(X) = (乙AP8μ)(X)-d(i(AP)九)(X)= 0 
because 8μis Gμ-i町 ariantand i(AP)8μ=8μ(AP) = (μ，A) = constant. 口
Let Mμ:= P/Gμbe the quotient manifo1d by the Gμ-action on P. By 
noticing the above 1emma the two form d8μcan be regarded出 thaton Mμas 
d8μ([X]， [Y]) := d8μ(X，Y) (X，Yε九P).
Now， we consider the cotangent bund1e T* Mμwith the twisted symp1ectic form 
。μ:=nMμ+π;ι(d8μ)， (4.1) 
where nMμis the canonica1 symp1ectic two form on T* Mf.L and '/[Mμ:T吋lι→
Mμis the projection. 
Proposition 4.2 ([1， Theorem 4.3.3J， [9， Theorem 3]) There existsαsym司
plectic embedding 
Xf.L: (~μ ， nμ) 斗 (T*M，μ ， nμ) ，
thαt is，χμ isαη 巴mbeddingsαtisfyingχ;nμ=nμ・
Proof. For each uεP 1e七
(九);;:= {p ε T~P I (p， A~) = 0 for i:/Aεgμ} (c T~P) ， 
which can be identified with T; M.μ(q =ピ(u)εMμforthe projection '/[ : 
P→Mf.L) because we have the linear isomorphism 
R;-l : (九);;→(九);'9
for each 9εGμ・Thuswe have T* Mμ竺 Vf/Gμ・
TakepεTホPsuch th剖 πp(p)= uεP， i.e.， pεT:P. We define Xμ(p) = 
Pu一(九)uξT:P.Then we can easi1y see that (i)定μ(p)be10ngs to Vu.L (and 
according1y to (九)才)if Pf.LεJ-l(μ)， and (i)む(R;_l(p)) = R;_l (定μ(p))
for 9εGμ， i.e.，定μisGf.L-equivariant. In fact， (i)is shown 出印刷 A~) 一
((8μ)町 A~) = (J(p)， A)一(μ，A)= O. As (i) we have on1y to see the equa1ity 
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(8μ)u.g = R;_t(九)u)，that is shown出(九)u.g(X)= R;_l (九)u)(X)= 0 for 
YXε Hu.g and (8μ)u.g(A1:.g) = R;-l ((8μ)包)(A;.g)= (μ，A) for Y A E g. As a 
re印l七of(i) and (i) XIL induces the map XIL :九(=J-l(μ)/Gμ)→T*M.μ(= 
vμ/Gμ). It is obvious thatχμis an injection. 
N ow， we will show th抗心。μ=0μ・LetX be a vector in 九(T*P) (p E 
T*P，πp(p) = u). Then， X is expressed as 
X=X+X本 withX E TuP， X*ε T:P(= Tp(T:P)). 
Here X* belongs to Vu.L if X E TpJ-1 (μ) (Lemma 3.2，(2). For two vector 
fields X = X(p)， Y = Y(p) on a neighborhood of Po in J-1 (μ) we have 
。p(X，Y) =;{xhY)-Y(ωp， X) -(wp， [X， Y))} 
= ;主炉何何伊何仰仰X別均(ω仇附p払μ，Y)η介山川)ト山一J引Yη川(
Put P〆，刊(=定μ(ωp同)= p一0μ，and we have 
b州叩(σ川X
+ ;主伊拘{σ凶向X刻却(伊川0
Noticing V j-C (九)片tw附eca加nr問eg肝ar吋dX = X +X*国 avector in 九，(T*MJμ)， 
and see that the first term is nothing bu七nM，(χμ*([X])，χμ([Y])).By noticing 
[X， Y]= [X， Y]we see that the second term is just 
d8μ((πMμ0χμ)* ([X]) ， (πMμ0χμ)* ([Y])). 口
Next， we define the Riemannian metric mμ onMμ出 follows.Put (lうふ.-
Tu(Gμ. u)for u E P， which is a subspace of九.Then we have the orthogonal 
decomposition 
TuP = Hu ED九 =Hu ED (Hμ)u ED (九)u (4.2) 
from (1.1) and the G-invariant metric on G， where (H，μ)u is the orthogonal 
compliment of (九九 in九.By identifying TuMμwith Hu ED (H，μ)u we obtain 
the metric mμon TuMμ 
Let Hμbe the Hamiltonian function on T* Mμnaturally induced from the 
metric mμ・Then，
Lemma 4.3 Hμ=χ;Hμ 十 11μII~勺 ωhere 1，19* is the naturally induced norm 
from the inner product in g. 
Proof. For p ε T~pnJ-1(μ) we have p =定μ(p)+ (8μ)u with定μ(p)εVJ
and (九)uεH;}:.Since Vu.L and H;}: are orthogonal each other， we have 
Hμ([P]) = 1定μ(p)112十1(8μ)u12= I.μ(χμ(伊]))十 1(九九12.
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Figure 2: Reduction procedure 
N ote that (()μ )u(A~) = (μ， A) for ¥fAεfJ， and we have I()μ)ul = Iltlg*. 口
As a consequence， we have the followi時 (cf.Figure 2). 
Proposition 4.4 The reduced Hamiltonian system (~μ ， 0μ ， H，μ ) is regαrdedαs 
αHαmiltonian subsystem 01 (T* M，μ，0μ，Hμ) 
Let Xμbe the Hamiltonian vector field on p，μassociated to Hμ， that is， 
i(X，μ)0μ =-dHμ. The flow of Xμis regarded出 embeddedHamiltonian flow 
in (T* M向。μ，Hμ)，and represents the motion of a classical particle of “cl四 ge"
μin the gauge field given by the connection ¥7. The (external) c∞onfi耶
S叩pa配ceof the s可ys“temis the manifold M and the白be町rof Mμ→Miおsthe s叩pa拭ce
of internal degrees of freedom. 
5 Expressions in local coordinate systems 
5.1 Basic formulas 
Let {九}={EZ，E7}={E1!?・ ，E71，KJ;+lv・，Y;'} be the orthonorrr叫 basis
of fJ= m EBfJJL with {む}， {Ys'} being the basis of m and fJJL' respectively， 
where fJJL is the Lie algebra of Gμ・Notethat dim Gμ= r -r1(= rμ). We have 
coordinates y = (y'， yつ=(y'l，. . . ，y'rl ， y"rl +1 ， . . . ， y"r)ina neighborhood V 
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By virtue of the local triviality of the bundle P we take a local coordinate 
hヘyOl)εUx V (U c M， V c G) of P. For the basis {九}of 9 we have the 
associated basis {yt} of九， which is expressed as 
げ(川)=ヤri(U)-2-
会:w
with r~(o) = ð~. Let (Xi，yOl;Ci，1]OI) the local canonical coordinates of T*P. 
Then， the momentum map J isrepresented出
(5.1) 
J(x， y;c， (5.2) 
where {yl， • • • ，yr} is the dual basis of g* associated to {九}.
We remark that r(y) := (r~(y)) in (5.1) is non-singular near y = 0 because 
r~(o) = ð~. Let A(y) = (A~(y)) be the inverse matrix of r(y). Then， the 
following is e回 Yto se. 
Lemma 5.1ρ) If 1 三 α~ rl， rl+ 1 三 κ~ r， thenωehαve 
r~(y) = A~(y) = 0， (5.3) 
Z. e.， 
， r 1(y)' 0 ， ." 'A1 (y)' 0 ， r(y) = ， ~ q~ ，. ， _ -，. " A(y) =， --q~/. ， • - ， ， r21(ν)， r2(y)" .-' ，A21(ν) 'A2(Y) ， 
(2) If rl十 1壬κ壬r，then切eha句巴
r~(y' ， o) = A~(y' ， O) = ð~ ， i.e.， r2(y'，0) = A2(y'，0) = E. (5.4) 
αnd 
βrν ， βAν ， 
ay'告(山)=573(山)= 0 (5.5) 
Let C~βbe the structure constants of 9 with respect to the basis {九}=
{勾，y~'} ， i.e.， [九'Ysl=乞κC2βy"，. Then， the following formulas concerning 
the functions qHy) and As(ν) are derived from the fact七h抗 {yt(y)}is a 

































Proof. The fi附 form山 isobtained from the relation [Yt， y!l = 2:'Y C:βYf-
The second is derived from the first by no七icingAr = E. 口
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5.2 Kaluza-Klein metric and the system of geodesic flow 
on T*P 
Now let us consider the connection form () of the connection ¥7. Noticing 
()(AP) = A for ¥lAε9， we put 
。=乞(L::()f(川 )dxi+ 1二As(州 β)0九 (5.8)
Note th抗 theproperty R;() = Ad(g-l)() (gεG)， and we put for Gラgf-t
(Y1， . . . ，Yr)
Ad(g-l)九=乞 A~(y)乃 (α= 1，... ，r) 
β=1 
Then， we have the following. 
Lemma 5.3 Put ()f(x) :=貯(x，O)，and we have 
(5.9) 
()f(x，y) =玄As(y)ef(x) (i = 1，.，n;α= 1，..， r)， (5.10) 
β=1 
ωhere As(Y) sαtisfies 
βA~ ~ 
すで子=-〉;A;cfκAs ωith As(O) = ds， (5.11) 
ay' 亡7'e
αnd accordingly 
β()'! .，.， . t>-ーと = 一、A'!.C臼()')'.H'llγι-' "山 U (5.12) 
σβ，κ 
Proof. By virtue of the property: 
む 9(â~i) = Ad(9-1)()p(â~i) 
we get (5.10). The equations (5.11) is obtained by di征erentiatethe formula 
Ad(g(t)-l)九=乞 A~(y(t))玲
β=1 
with respect to t for g( t) = 9 . exp( tY，). 口
From (5.8) we see that the horizontal space Hu in TuP (u = (x，y)) is 
generated by the vectors 
xt(x，ド
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The Kaluza-Klein metric而 onP is defined by 
(xf，xf)=mJ， (xt，Y;) = 0， (y;，Y!) =九β，
and is represented by 
/θβ¥ ...-
= lâ~i' お) = mij + L.; 8i(x，問 (x，y)
九=(â~i'手)=写恥ωA~(y) ，
九β=(â~cx' â~ß) = 写 A~(y)Aß(Y)
As a consequence， we get the Hamiltonian system (T*P， Dp， H) with 
Dp =乞dいが+2二dηa八dyCX，
長(x，y;乙η)=乞mij(x)的一 22ε:ンm川7ηZ






The Hamiltonian flow (the geodesic flow) on T*P is go刊 rnedby the canonical 
equation 
ど =2乞mijcj-2乞mij8:r'sηα，







We can directly see that the momentum map J(x， y;乙η)is invariant under the 
flow governed by this equation， i.e.， 
2J(z(川
by virtue of Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3. 
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5.3 Reduced system (九，nμ，Hμ)
Now we consider the reduced system (~μ ， 0μ ， HpJ Note that Ad*(g)μ= 
μ(μ=乞μ日Y白 εg*)for Vg E Gμ， and we have the following. 
Lemma 5.4 II1三α三r，r1 + 1三F三r，then 
乞μγCJβ=0 (5.17) 
Proof. Put g(t) = exp(tYs') (勾'εgμ). Then for VXε9 we have 
(μ，Ad(g(t))本X)= (μ， X). Differentiaもethis equation with respect to t， and we 
get (μ，[Ys'，X]) = 0， which derives (5.17). ロ
スf(x，y;乙η)= (X，y'，y";乙η'，rl")belongs to J-1 (μ)， then it follows from 
(5.2) that 
2二 r~(ν)η^f- ん (α= 1，... ，r)， (5.18) 
and accordingly 
ηα= 乞 A~(y)μγ(α =l，...， r). (5.19) 
f^=1 
Thus， we can take (x， y;と)= (x，y'，y";と)出 localcoordinates of J-1 (μ) in the 
neighborhood W ofpo = (xo，O，O;co，f.t'μ"). From (5.19) we have 
d 寸 θArJ 
η"，= L μ7石1fay'. 
β，^f=1 v 





on J-1(μ) by virtue of (5.7). Here notice Lemmas 5.1 and 5.4， and we get 
(i~np)(x ， y' ， yぺ ç)
=乞dcふ4八d白M叫z♂れ4川+:主(主土f.t^fA's引拘仰(ωU似)
白，β=1κ，戸ν=1f^=1 
Two points (x1 ， y~ ， y~';6) and (X2 ， y~ ， yむと2) are in the same GI-'-orbit if and 
only if X1 = X2， y~ =必?と1=6・Hencewe take (x， y';と)(=(x，y'，O;ご))回 local
coordinates of九， and have the following. 
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Remark. For a五xedp E T*U we have the bijection町 :0μ→φ;1(q)(亡
Pμ) gi刊 nby κq(q) :=丸(q，v) (νEOμ) (see 3). Then， the two form κ~Dμis 
just the symplectic form on 0μcalled the KirilloぃKostαηtform(cf. [6]). The 
coadjoin七orbit0μis locally parameterized by the coordinates (y'1，..， y'rl)， 
and the second term in (5.21) is just the Kirillov-Kostant form. 
By plugging (5.18) into (5.15) we have 
Hμ(x，y'; c) = L mij(x)ふとj-2L乞mij(x )B] (x， y'， O)CiJ-l 
i，j=1 i，j=1 "1=1 
+Lε。](x， y'， O)mJ"(x )Bf (x， y'， 0)J-l'Yμκ+乞(μ"1)2 
(5.22) 
As a consequence， we get the equation of the motion in the reduced Hamiltonian 
system (~μ ， Dμ ， Hμ) . 
Proposition 5.6 The H，αmiltonianβoω on the reduced phase spαce九 isgov-
erned by 
が=2乞 [mij(x)む-L mij(x)勾(x，y'， 0)μ"1]， 







Proof. The Hamiltonian vector field XHμ=乞(Xiθ/δf十 3iθ/θふ+
yαδ/θyOl) corresponding to H，μis defined by the equation i(XHμ)Dμ =-dHμ， 
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which directly derives the first and second equations of (5.23) and 
ふさf-L"(A'ß C~vA~Y白 =2主[ト弘ωγ一主1 一θ(JI 1 m'J許可μγμσj
By virtue of (5.12) we get 
臼?ζ;1E叫 C川 y"'=白-てζ[ZE?md川4行ijA'sf-L 
一芝ε:ε mJ' A'ßf-L"(C~vOj恥]
Here， we notice that the r1 x r1 matrices A1 = (Aa) and C = (Cl<v) 
(L"(μγCJv) are non-singular， and we get the last equation of (5.23). 
5.4 Gauge field and Wong's equation 
ロ
Finally， we treat the system (T* M，μ，0μ，H，μ)， inwhich the curvature 6 of the 
connection V appears explicitly in the equation of the motion of the charged 
particle. The curvature form 6 ofマisdefined by 
。(X，Y) := d帆 Y)+j10川 (Y)]
for X，YεTuP (uεP) (see [8] for example). 
expresslOn 
From (5.8) we have the local 








for ë~(x) := 6~(x ， 0)， where 
白=土[~玄句(x)dxi 八 dxj] 凶=♂
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is a g-valued two-form on U c M (the so-called gauge field) pulled-back by the 
local section s : U 3x片付，0)ε UxGさ π-1(U).
For με9 we define the lR-valued two-form 8μon P by 
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(X，YεTuP). 
By virtue of the following lemma we can regard 8μ 出 atwo目form(globally 
defined) on M，μ・
。μ(X，Y) := (μ，8(X， Y)) 
Lemma 5.7 8μ(AP，X) = 0 holds forαηyAεgμ andXεTuP. 
Note Lemma 3.2， and we see that (μ， [B(AP)， B(X)]) = O. In fact， Proof. 
we have 
(μ， [B(AP)， B(X)]) = (μ， [A， B(X)]) = (μ，ad(A)(B(X))) = 0 
口because (μ， Ad(exp(tA))(・)= (μ，・)(tεlR). 















and we can directly check thatιYげ九=0 for ylI E gl"' which means tha七九
is Gμーinva山 nt.Wecan take (ZIr--JndI，..，f1)回 coordinatesof Mμ-
Then， the two forms dBμand 8μ onMμare represented as 
(8'0(x，y') := 87j(x，y'， 0)
dBμ(x，yヘ0)







byme加 sof (5.7)， (5.12) and (5.24). Let (x， y';[，'ij) = (x¥. . . ，xn， y'¥. . . ，y'Tt; 
[1，.. ，乙l''ij1ぃ・，'ijrt) be canonical coordinates of T* Mμ・Then，we have 。μ=乞d[i八dxi+玄dワα八dy'CY.+ dBμ(x，y') 
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The metric mμis defined by 
(Xf，xf)=mj，(Xf，Yf)=o，(Yf，Yf)=九β?
for 1 ~i ， j ~n， 1三α，s~ r1 with 
xf川い£ -乞r弓出恥削胤5引ωNμ(ωMμ仰y'ι山州川F仁'，0)0刈，町伽貯fれ川(
白，β=1
and is represented by 
Hence， we get 
(叫ん =mij +乞Of(x，y'， O)Oj(x， y'， 0)， 
日=1
(mμ)ω=玄07(x， y'， O)A~ (y'， 0)， 
1'=1 
(m山β= 乞 A~(y' ，O)AJ(y'， 0) 
1'=1 
ι(z，j;51)=Zmijふる -2乞mij01r's仇
+玄rvhμOiT~ij"， ijß + 乞 r~r~ij"， ijβ ・
(5.25) 
(5.26) 
By straightforward calculations we see that the fiow (x(t)，y'(t);と(t)，句(t)of 
(T*M，μ，Dμ，H，μ) satisfies the equation in the form 
ト=写門，y'，~)号β(1 三 α 三 r1)
for some functions F'"β. Hence， we restrict the fiow on the submanifold:守三 0，
(which is invariant under the fiow). Then， we have the following. 
Theorem 5.8ρ) The βOW of (T本Mμ，Dμ，H，μ)restricted on the S1山nanifold:
守三ois govemed by the equαtion 
がニ2二日(x)ι
i，j=1 
乙--土1等尚一2主 mjk(x)μ叫 (x，y')~k， ~ (5.27) 
i/'"句臼 = 一-22乞二2ε:ン7灯印7ηz
i，j=1β=1 
(α= 1，・・・ ，r1) 
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(2) The map T*P→T*Mμ defined by 
(zl，..，zn，ul，..，f;ごい・..，Cn，η1，・ 9ηr)
日 (x1， .・，xぺy'l，・.，y'rl; ~1 ，・・・ ， ~n ， fj1 ， ・・・ ，fjrl ) 
with 





恥 =ηα 一 LA~(山7
i=l 
(α= 1， . . . ，r1)
(5.28) 
induces the m叩 χμ:九→ T*M.μ，under which the cαηonicαl equation (5.23) 
on P.μ is transformed to the equαtion (5.2り.
Proof. We get the assertion by straightforward calculations. 口
The equation (5.27) is (essentially same出)Wo時 'sequation (see [14])， 
which describes the motion of a particle with charge μεg* in the gauge五eld
e with the potential B. From (5.27) we get the following. 
Corollary 5.9 The motion of the particle with chαrgeμin the gaugeβeld e 
is governed by the following equαtioη in Mμ: 
公'+乞 r;k(X)Xj計 -2L:εmij (x)μieみ(x，y')計 =0，
i/o. = -2二LB~ (x， y')riJ (y')xj 
j=lβ=1 
(α= 1， • • . ，r1)， 
(5.29) 
ωhere f.}k (x) denotes the Christoffel symbol defined from the Riemanniαn struc-
ture m on M. 
6 An example四 Sp(l)-gaugefields associated to 
the Hopf bundles 
Let IHl be the division algebra of quaternions， i.e.， 
日={q = s + xi + yj + zk I s， x， y， zεR，f=j2=K2=tjk=-l}. 
Consider the product space回目+1= {q = (qo， q1，.. . ，qn)} with the Hermitian 
inner product: 
(q，q') =玄ぃ;=乞(Sjー が-Yjj -zjk)(sj +が+りj+ zjk) 
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and the real inner product: 
(q， q')R. = Re(q， q')=玄(的+Xjxj + Y必+Zjzj). 
Note that lHIn+1 with (.，.)R. is identified with 1E.4n+4. Let 
SM+3 := {q IlqI2(=如)= IqOl2 + ・十 Iqnl2= 4}亡回口+1~ fi.4n+4 
be the (4n十3)-dimensionalsphere with radius 2， and let品。 bethe Riemannian 
metric on it induced from (.，.)R. 
A quaternion入actson lHIn+1 from right: 
q.入=(qo， ・，qn)・入=(qo入，...，qn入).
Then， the Hermitian product (・，・)is left invariant under this action by every 
unit quaternions， that is， every elements of 
Sp(1) = {入 ε日1入1= 1} 
which is a three-dimensional Lie group called the symplectic group (竺SU(2)~ 
S3) ・Thus Sp(1) aω freely and isom附e凶鮒刷t仕凶riωC
fiber bundle: 
Sp(1)→sr31+日pn (6.1) 
over the q削 erni叫 cproj叫 vespace. The tangent bundle of S~î+3 is given 
by 
TS前十3={(q，u)lqεSZ+3，uGH叩 ，(q， U)R. = O} 
For qεSZ十3，let九=(伽)-1(0)C九SZ+33anditise回 Yto see出at
九={(q， qv) 1υε 1HI，Re(v) = O}. 
Let Hq be the orthogonal compliment of 九 in 九S~î+3 with respect to the 
metric品0，and we have 
Then， we have 
TnS~r;+3 = Hn EB抗[2] 
Hq = {(q，u) 1 u E回目+1，(q， u)= O}. 
(6.2) 
Wec組 easilycheck that the horizontal space Hq is invariant under the Sp(1) 
action on S~ï+3 ， and accordingly， the decomposition (何6.ω叫.2幻)d白efi曲r附 theconnec“ 
tion号onthe prin匂 alSp(1)-bundleπ :S白+3→ lHIpn.Fl凶lermore，lHIpn 
endowed with the Riemannian metric mo such thatπis a Riemannian submer-
slOn. 
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Then， sp(l) consists of pure 
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Let sp(l) denote the Lie algebra of Sp(l). 
imaginary quaternions， i.e.， 
sp(l) = {υε 1HI I Re(v) = O} = {υ= V1i +り2j十V3kIυ1， V2， v3εlA.} ~ lA.3. 
Note that we have the natural correspondence between the vertical space九
and sp(l). 
Proposition _6.1 The connection form ()of'V (which is a sp(l)-valued one-
formmsrつis仲間 by
???? ?、 、?? ??? 、 、 ， ， ， ，??， ， 、 、
??
?
? ???， ， ， ? 、? ?? ? (6.3) 
By using th巴
((q，u)ε九S首+3)
Here， note thαt (q， u)belongs to sp(l) becαωe (q， u)JR = O. 
coordinαtes (qo， • • • ， qn)叩阻n+1ωehave 
(6.4) 。=iz(可《一勾jq3〕=i(可匂ー勾 q)
Proof. Put v = ()q(u)εsp(l). Then， u -qv is a horizontal vector， hence 
0= (q，u -qv) = (q，u) -(q，qυ) = (q， u)一(q，q)υ=(q，u) -4v. 
口
Let us introduce a local coordinate of日pnas follows. For a point q = 
( qo， ql， • • • ， qn) ε S~l+3， denote [q] = [qo，q1，..，qn] =π(qO，q1，.. ，qn) E回pn.
Put UO = {[q] = [qO，・・，qn] E日pnI qoメO}，which is a open subset of lHIpn. 
Then， 
Therefore， we obtain (6.3). 
内 :Uo →日n;[qo， q1，.・，qn]叶 (PI，P2v--Jn)=(qlqFI，q2qFI，..，qnq51)
gives a local coordinate of lHIpn. Take a local section 
s:日→ sr;p=(PI，仇)t-+ ( h ~ 1~12' h 2~11~12 ' . . .， h 2~~~12 ) ¥0司五]2'yl司五]2'"''yl司五]2J
(6.5) 
The connection form ()Uo =グ()on UO c lHIpn is given by 
=一-L-V(Pjdpj一布jp-)=-i-(P-dp-dp-p) 
2(1 + Ip12)会f 32(1+ip|2) 
Let e be the curvature form of守， which is sp(l)刊 luedtwo-form on S自+3，






The dual space 5p(1)本ofthe Lie algebra 5p(1) is identified with 5t(1) by the 
correspondence 5t(1) 3 V十-}v* E 5t(1)* with v*(ω) = (v，ω)JR = Re(むω)(ωε 
5t(1)). Thus we have 
5t(1)* = {1I1 i*十ν2f+V3riu11213GR}2R3
Similarly， we have 
T*S&i+3 = {(q，u*) I (q，u)εTSZ+3} 
= {(q，ぜ)I qεsz+3，uε 阻n+l， (q， U)JR = O} 
through the inner product (・，)JR
Proposition 6.3 The mo 
J(q，ぜ)= (q，u)*. (6.7) 
Proof. N ote that the vector field on S&i+3 associated to Vε叩(1)is given 
by (q， qv). Hence， by the definition of J we have 
(J(q， u*)， v) = ((q， u*)， qv) = (u， qV)JR 
= Re[I:ujqjV] = Re[(芝石)υ]= (乞石川
Therefore， J(q， u*) = (乞jqjUj)* = (q，u)キ.口
Next， we consider the (co-)adjoint action of Sp(l) on 5t(1) (or 5t(1)*) and 
its orbit. It is e回Yto see that 
Ad*(入)♂=(Ad(入)V)* (入εSp(l)，Vε5t(1)) 
Take入=xo+x1i+X2j十X3kεSp(l).Then， [Ad(入一1)i， Ad(入一1)j， Ad(入-l)k]
= [i，j， k]R入withRλbeing a 3 x 3 matrix: 
fZ3+zi-Z2-23 
R入=I 2(-XOX3 + XIX2) 
I 2(XOX2 + XIX3) 
2(XOX3十XIX2)
XO -xi + x~ -x~ 
2( -XOXl十X2X3)
2( -XOX2 + XIX3) 1 
2(XOXl + X2X3) I 
Z3-zi-Z2+231 
Here， Rλis an element of SO(3)， and入ト+R入 givesa homomorphism from 
Sp(l) onto SO(3). More precisely， if入=cos(ゆ/2)+ sin(ゆ/2)(v1i+ V2j十円k)，
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then R入isthe rot抗ionabout the axis v = (V1，V2，V3) through the ang1e ゆー.
Therefore， we see that the co-adjoi凶 orbit0μthrough μεsp(l)* is the sphere 
in sp(l)*竺Ja3with the center being the origin and the radius 1μ1. The isotropy 
subgroup Gμfor μ=μ1i* +μ2jホ+μ3k*is given by 
Gμ= ~ cosψ+土sinψ(μ1i+μ2I十μ3k)10:::;ψ<2π}宝U(l)l ---r • 1μ1 -~~~ r ¥rA V ， r-"J ' r;:，'v I I ~ -= r ~ -.. J 
ifμ ヂ0，and Gμ = Sp(l) ifμ= O. Suppose μ= ck* (c > 0). Then， 
Gμ= {cosψ+山 ψk= eψk 1 0三ψ<2π}加 d9JL = Jak. Take {i，j，k} 
as a orthonorma1 basis of sp(l)， and we have 10ca1 coordinates (仇，仇，ψ)of 
gε Sp(l) given by 
g = exp(lP1i +仇j)exp(ψk)
=ふos¥1吋+ゆ2+sinJ6hdJ〕+」Lj)↓l wu V 'V1 I 'V2 I '，"U V 'Vl I 'V2 ¥ J CTr+ CÞ~ b I /Ø存 CÞ~J} f 
x( c叫+叫k)
Thus we have 10叫 coordinates(P1，"'， Pn， CT1， CT2)of M.μ=SZ+3/Gμ， and 
can explicite1y represent the equation (5.29) (or (5.27)) of the motion. 
Finally， we give some remarks on the c部eη=1， that is， the Hopf bund1e 
π: S7→lHP1. Note that皿p1is di旺eomorphicwith the uniもsphereS4 = 
{(p， a)ε日xJa IIpl2 +α2 = 1} in Ja5 =回xJa by the stereographic projection 
(2p Ipl2 -1 ¥ 
阻p1コUo(= lHl)ヨp日(一一一一)εsヘ{(0，1)}.¥. Ipl2 + 1 ' Ipl2+ 1 } 
Furthermore， the Riemannian metric mo previous1y introduced on lHP1 is noth-
ing but the canonica1 metric on S4. The connection given by (6.3) (or the gauge 
fie1d (6.6)) is an anti-se1f-dua1 Yang同Millsconnection， i.e.， *6uo = -6uo ho1ds 
for Hodge's * operator， and is called the Belavin-Polyakov-Schwartz-Tyupkin 
αnti-instαηton (cf. [2]， [可). 
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